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the 5 tool system
to  mastering your
multiplication 
tables

Join Marvin, a “Math Boss” as he teaches you how to be a 
“Math Boss” too! You are now the CEO of your own math 

company. Use Marvin’s techniques to put your business to 
the test. Try to improve the multiplication output and see 

what tools work best. 



You’re Hired!Math Boss
Congratulations, you are the newest Math Boss! You are the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of a 
math fact company where your top priority is for you to improve the accuracy and efficiency of 
your multiplication facts. 

On your first day, your first task is to name your company. Then your next task is to take the 44 
question timed drill so that a baseline score can be recorded for you. During the week you will 
be employing 5 different strategies to help you to achieve your goal. These strategies are as 
follows: 

 A. practice your multiplication facts using flash cards by yourself for 5 min 
 B. practice your multiplication facts using flash cards with someone else for 5 min
 C. complete an untimed multiplication sheet
 D. complete a timed Drill sheet (same sheet you were originally tested on)
 E. play a multiplication game. 

You get to decide which strategies you use each week. Use all of the strategies, only one strate-
gy, or a mixture of strategies. As the Math Boss, you get to decide! You can use a strategy as 
many times as you like. 

Every time you use a strategy, you will record the date on your habit tracker in the appropriate spot. 

Then each week the following will happen: 

 1) You be retested on the drill sheet you took on the first day, and your new score on the 
    test will be determined. 

 2) Then you will have a board meeting where you will present your work for the week (the results 
    as seen on your habit tracker). 

 3) Your profits for the week are calculated. Your company is profitable for the week if you can 
    answer more questions on the drill sheet than you could the week before. Your profit is calculated 
    by taking the number of additional problems you could answer compared to the previous week 
    and multiplying that number by $100. 

    For example, suppose you answered 15 questions correctly the previous week and this week you
    answered 17 questions correctly. Then your profit for the week is 2 x $100 = $200. You will record your
    profits on your profit sheet.

    Based on your results, as the Math Boss, decide which strategies you will use the next week. 

 4) Then you start the process over again and practice, practice, practice at home! 

 5) You can earn badges. You receive badges for the following milestones. 

  A. Badge #1 is awarded when you have earned $500. 
  B. Badge #2 is awarded when you have earned $1000. 
  C. Badge #3 is awarded when you have earned $1500. 
  D. Badge #4 is awarded when you have earned $2000 
      OR you can answer all 44 questions in the allotted time. 

Remember to work hard and to be diligent in the pursuit of your goal. 

All the Best, 

The Hiring Manager 


